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TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM REPORT
PROVIDED IN SUPPORT OF THE KIRTLAND AFB
JOINT LAND USE STUDY

1.0 Introduction
The intention of this chapter is to examine the transportation environment within Kirtland Air Force
Base (Kirtland AFB or “installation”), in the surrounding Southeast Heights neighborhood, and in the
greater region. This chapter will identify the existing conditions and the issues that arise from these. This
chapter provides a general overview of the transportation‐related context of the study area.
Ground transportation is a major concern with up to 20,000 employees and numerous contractors and
suppliers accessing Kirtland AFB, Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), and other tenant organizations
every day. The ground transportation system and its efficiency are critical to assessing current and
future land uses in the Kirtland AFB area. According to traffic statistics collected by the Mid Region
Council of Governments (MRCOG), the daily exchange between the installation and the community
experiences minimal problems. The occasional exceptions often are effectively solved by temporary
actions by Kirtland AFB, or by drivers simply exhibiting patience. The installation, its tenant
organizations and the Albuquerque International Sunport (Sunport) are generally open to innovations
that can improve the productivity of their work forces.
The current roadway system and access gates to the secure installation are effective, relatively efficient,
and adaptable to future changes in the transportation system. The same is true of the mass transit
services, and other means of connecting installation employees to their work places, such as bicycling
and ride sharing. There are also existing and effective transportation planning and programming
processes in place that assess evolving ground transportation needs affected by the installation. An
overview of the transportation environment follows.
Transportation Planning and Programs
The MRCOG is the regional Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) designated by the federal and
New Mexico state governments. It is charged with meeting federal requirements for multi‐jurisdictional
planning and programming of transportation projects. In meeting these obligations, MRCOG carries on
a continuous process of public and local government involvement in the preparation of the
Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP). The current MTP covers the years up to 2030 and will be
updated in 2010 to extend to 2035. MRCOG is also responsible for the ongoing work of the
intergovernmental committee system designed to maintain and revise the annual updates and five‐year
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). Representatives of the New Mexico Department of
Transportation (NMDOT) and the local entities responsible for multi‐modal transportation decision
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making 1 cooperate to develop priorities among the proposed transportation projects. MRCOG conducts
a rigorous planning process with extensive public outreach and input, thorough transportation
modeling, and comprehensive growth projections. The MTP responds to projections of change in
population, employment, housing, and land use. The MTP cites eight objectives that it must address in
the planning of transportation projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support the region’s economic vitality
Increase user safety
Increase security for motorized and non‐motorized users
Increase mobility and access options available to people and freight
Protect and enhance the environment
Enhance integration and connectivity of transportation systems across and between
modes
Promote efficient system management and operation
Emphasize preservation of the existing transportation system

An additional component of the MTP process, and located within the MRCOG, is the Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) initiative. ITS involves the application of technology to enhance and
coordinate travel management with such systems as advanced communications, synchronized traffic
lights, and dynamic message signs (DMS). Adverse travel conditions such as accidents, congestion, and
weather are reported to appropriate agencies and travelers for agency response and to better inform
the public in their travel decision making, and coordination is improved between agencies to better
respond to travel conditions. Benefits of integrated ITS include reduced congestion, improved mobility
and safety, enhanced emergency response, and better overall system efficiency. With a regional focus,
ITS can contribute to the mix of future transportation solutions for employment concentrations such as
Kirtland AFB, its tenant organizations, and the Sunport.
These objectives clearly support the transportation needs and objectives of Kirtland AFB and the
Sunport. Further, representatives from the Base and Sunport are included in the membership of the
MRCOG transportation programming committees, although these positions have recently been vacant.
The ongoing MRCOG Metropolitan Transportation Planning processes have broad‐based participation
and the plans provide a methodical process for transportation investments and improvements.
Kirtland AFB transportation and infrastructure planning and design on the Base are the responsibility of
the Base Civil Engineer. A Kirtland AFB Traffic Working Group has been formed to provide additional
focus and resources to this important issue.

1

Including the City of Albuquerque, the Town of Bernalillo, the Village of Corrales, the Village of Los Lunas, the
Village of Los Ranchos de Albuquerque, the City of Rio Rancho, the Village of Tijeras, Kirtland AFB, Isleta Pueblo,
Bernalillo County, and Sandoval County.
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2.0 Transportation Issues and Analysis
2.1 Traffic Flow and Congestion
2.1.1 Southeast Heights Road Network
Kirtland AFB borders the southern extent of the Southeast Heights of Albuquerque, an area served by a
grid of arterial streets, generally oriented east‐west and north‐south. There are five main access gates
along the City and northern Kirtland AFB interface. Each of these are secure gates used by commuters
and others having business with various Kirtland AFB missions and/or tenant organizations. There is an
access gate at or near the terminus of four major arterials and one minor north‐south arterial: San
Mateo Boulevard (the Truman Gate), Louisiana Boulevard, Wyoming Boulevard, Eubank Boulevard, and
Carlisle Boulevard, respectively. These arterials are spaced at roughly one‐mile intervals. Gibson
Boulevard is the only east‐west arterial that provides direct access to the Base and does so via the
Carlisle, Truman, and Gibson Gates.
There is community concern over traffic congestion and delays at the gates, which was expressed in the
JLUS Public Survey. Individuals identified congestion points approaching the installation entry gates in
the morning, as well as congestion on the arterial roads in the evening commute, especially approaching
the interstate on‐ramps. High vehicle speeds entering and exiting the Base were identified as an issue in
the JLUS Public Survey, as well as safety. Finally, traffic patterns and roadway safety at school locations
posed a concern for a number of Survey respondents.
Figure 1: Area Overview
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Gibson Blvd. is the most heavily used major east‐west arterial roadway serving the installation and the
Sunport. It feeds commuter traffic east from Interstate 25 to Yale Blvd., one of two main entryways into
the Sunport, and further eastward to the Carlisle, Truman, and Gibson Gates. Other east‐west arterial
streets serving commuters to the Base as well as the Sunport include the Lead‐Coal couplet, Zuni
Boulevard, Central Avenue, and Lomas Boulevard. Copper Avenue, Kathryn Avenue, and Southern
Avenue are minor arterials or collector streets serving part of the travel demand generated by the Base
and Sunport. Sunport Boulevard links the Sunport directly to I‐25.
2.1.2 Capacity of Area Road Network
The highest concentration of commuters to and from Kirtland AFB is in the southeast heights, with the
second highest in the northeast heights of Albuquerque. Figure 2 shows the distribution of evening trips
leaving Kirtland AFB in 2004. Each dot represents 10 trip destinations in that vicinity. This figure shows
where Kirtland AFB workers are likely to begin and end their daily work trip. These data can be used to
identify potential locations for park and ride lots. The data can also be used to analyze where potential
multi‐modal transportation efforts should be focused.
Figure 2: Kirtland AFB Origins and Trip Destinations, MRCOG
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Figure 3:

2015 PM Peak Hour Volume to Capacity Ratios, 2030 Metropolitan Transportation Plan, MRCOG

As shown in Figure 3, only one road approaching a Kirtland AFB entry gate qualifies as “severely
congested” in the MRCOG 2030 Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP). Southbound Wyoming
Boulevard, as it approaches the Wyoming Gate, qualifies as severely congested for both the morning
and evening peak travel in the 2004 base conditions analysis as well as the 2015 projected scenario that
accommodates all planned capacity improvement projects in the TIP and MTP in 2007. However, there
is the perception by commuters and Base employees that there is a problem with traffic congestion,
according to the 2009 JLUS Public Survey. There are substantial average daily traffic volumes on the
southeast heights arterials.
A traffic study could be performed at the Base entry gates to provide more information about the extent
of the traffic issues. The study should evaluate average vehicle speeds, pedestrian and bicycle counts,
and evaluate conditions at peak travel times. More traffic enforcement in the City may alleviate public
concerns about safety. Additionally, school zones may pose a different set of responses, including a
traffic guard, new traffic signals, or altered traffic flow patterns at school beginning and ending times.
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Figure 4: Detail of Project Area, from MRCOG 2008 Traffic Flows for the Greater Albuquerque Area

The street network is a grid layout, which is generally sufficient to disperse and accommodate the
commute related to Kirtland AFB and the Sunport without too much delay. The traffic accessing the
Gates does contribute to the area congestion problems in both the morning and evening peak
commute, as indicated by the MRCOG Congestion Map (Figure 3: 2015 PM Peak Hour Volume to
Capacity Ratios, 2030 Metropolitan Transportation Plan, MRCOG and map from 2030 MTP data set:
"2030 Network AM Peak Hour Congestion"). Additionally, the following implications were drawn from
the Traffic Flows Map and the Congestion Map:
•

Both I‐25 and I‐40 experience severe congestion near interchanges during peak hours; although
I‐40 congestion has been substantially relieved with improvements to the San Mateo
interchange completed in late 2009, along with additional lanes between Carlisle and Louisiana
Blvds.

•

As a major employment center in the southeast heights, Kirtland AFB contributes to the
roadway congestion, primarily demonstrated by the high volume of traffic seen on Gibson Blvd.,
Louisiana Blvd. and Eubank Blvd. starting at the gate locations.

•

Southbound I‐25 both north and south of Gibson Blvd. “approaches capacity” in the evening
peak, and is “severely congested” between Sunport Blvd. and Rio Bravo Blvd.
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•

University Blvd. extension (opened in 2007) already approaches capacity in the morning peak
from commuters at its intersection with Rio Bravo Blvd. and where it crosses Tijeras Arroyo
southbound toward Mesa del Sol to the emerging employment destinations at Mesa del Sol. 2

•

South Broadway Blvd. approaches capacity from approximately Rio Bravo Blvd. southward and,
where it becomes NM 47 at the Bernalillo/Valencia County line. Continuing south through Isleta
Pueblo, South Broadway Blvd. experiences severe congestion during the evening peak.

•

Among the five gates into Kirtland AFB, only southbound Wyoming Blvd. as it approaches the
gate qualifies as “severely congested,” and that congestion is limited to the inbound (morning)
peak. None of the other gates experience severe congestion in the commute.

•

Metro‐wide, lane miles congested is increasing at an annual rate of just over 12%, though
Vehicle Miles Travelled (VMT, per capita per day) declined from 23 to 22.6 between 2007 and
the end of 2008 for the first time since VMT records have been kept. 3 This temporary decline in
VMTs is likely attributable to the spike in gasoline costs during that time.

•

Both I‐25 and I‐40 experience severe congestion near interchanges during peak hours.

•

Southbound I‐25 both north and south of Gibson Blvd. “approaches capacity” in the evening
peak and is “severely congested” between Sunport Blvd. and Rio Bravo Blvd.

The South Gate is not available for general use by the civilian or military work force at the Base. Bobby
Foster Road, the only connecting street leading to Los Picaros Road and thence to Ira Sprecher Road and
the gate, can only be accessed via its intersection with South Broadway west of I‐25 (Figure 10 and 11).
According to MRCOG’s volume/capacity analysis in the 2030 MTP, Bobby Foster Road experiences
“severe congestion” east of Broadway in the morning peak, another consideration to be taken into
account when evaluating the possible use of the South Gate for general access to the installation. Any
increase in capacity at the South Gate would require improvements to Bobby Foster Road, Los Picaros,
and Ira Sprecher, to avoid exacerbating the existing congestion problems.
The Base Civil Engineer has identified one of the most significant constraints to the installation vehicular
traffic flow is Wyoming Blvd. onto the installation, south of the gate entrance. The street narrows to
four lanes, two in each direction, with no bike lanes or pull outs of any kind and no separate turn lanes.
The lanes vary from 9 to 11 feet wide, which is the minimal travel lane width for vehicular traffic. The
northbound PM peak direction experiences only minor delays as commuters slow to go around the
guard station island and enter the much wider Wyoming section north of the installation boundary.

2

3

The congestion that happens near Tijeras Arroyo is due to the road narrowing from a four lane roadway to only two lanes
south of the Arroyo. University Blvd. widens again after the short neck‐down.
Even with the flattening of growth in VMT, division of the daily commute among modes of travel remained unchanged from
2000 to 2005. The mode split in 2005 was: 77.7% of trips drove alone,; 12.7% carpooled,; 1.6% took public transit,; 3.6%
worked at home,; and 4.3% travelled by all other means combined (e.g. bicycle, walking).
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The Sunport, which generates a different pattern and more evenly distributed travel demand, is
generally entered and exited by roadways and means apart from those serving Kirtland AFB. Roadways
enabling access to the Sunport operate at a relatively uncongested level.
2.1.3 Gate Capacity
All the gates used for routine, general purpose access to Kirtland AFB are along the northern interface of
the installation with Albuquerque Southeast Heights (Figure 1). The limited access South Gate is
discussed in further detail in Section 2.1.4. There are contractor gates adjacent to the Carlisle, Truman,
and Eubank entrances. Because of the limited purpose of the contractor gates, any additional impact
they may have is considered in conjunction with the adjacent primary public access gate.
Community members and installation employees have expressed concern about traffic congestion at the
approaches to the gates, and the long queuing times to pass through security. The security checkpoint
operation is generally an efficient process, and it is a mandatory requirement for Base operations.
However, even in optimal conditions, there will be some traffic delay during peak hours due to the
procedural requirements. JLUS Survey respondents indicated that they would like to see the capacity at
the gate check points increased during peak commute time periods to reduce waiting times.
Five main gates are used by the installation work force to access the Base: the Carlisle Gate, the Truman
Gate (near San Mateo at Gibson), the Gibson/Louisiana Gate, the Wyoming Gate, and the Eubank Gate
(Figures 5‐10). All these gates are along the north perimeter of the Base, with Eubank being the most
used for SNL. A sixth point is the South Gate located just north of Tijeras Arroyo and accessed only by
the rural two lane Ira Sprecher Rd. SE, leading northward from Los Picaros Rd. after it crosses under the
University extension (Figure 11). This gate is currently available for restricted use only. The five main
access gates, and two contractors’ gates, serve employee and visitor access to Kirtland AFB. They allow
traffic to disperse among the local roads, and prevent major congestion at any one point. Although
many of the roadways do not technically qualify as congested (Figure 3), Base employees and other
community members that were surveyed indicated that they consider traffic congestion to be an issue.
Rights‐of‐way (ROW) for major arterials in the southeast area typically range between 100 feet and 125
feet wide. Gibson Boulevard, ranging from 130 feet to 156 feet, is the widest ROW among both the
east‐west and the north‐south major arterials in the vicinity. In addition to being important to the
commute by automobile, most of the major arterials are also designated by the Albuquerque/Bernalillo
County Comprehensive Plan as “Major Transit Corridors” and include some of the City’s more frequently
scheduled bus services. The arterials have also been the focus of numerous recommendations for multi‐
modal and related design improvements made in the “Great Streets Facility Plan,” passed by the
Albuquerque Environmental Planning Commission in mid‐2009.
The Wyoming, Louisiana, and Gibson Gates all have three moving lanes inbound at the gate entry points.
The Truman Gate has two lanes inbound, as does the Carlisle Gate. Eubank has four moving lanes
inbound at the gate entry. All gates are manned by guards who check each vehicle’s occupants and
verify their status. The current verification process takes time, resulting in temporary congestion for
short distances outside each gate during peak hours. According to the Base Community Planner,
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vehicular commuters may experience five‐to‐ten minute delays entering in the morning peak. All gates
have at least two moving lanes outbound (evening peak) and present relatively little delay to the
evening commute.
Another primary transportation concern is the narrow travel lanes just south of the Wyoming Gate.
There are four travel lanes that vary between 9 feet and 11 feet wide, with no bicycle lane or shoulder.
There have been comments that travel is “uncomfortable” due to the narrow road section. While this
could slow down and clam traffic, it is not desirable if it causes backups. Kirtland AFB has developed
plans to improve this section of the road network, and is seeking funding sources for this project. The
total project cost is high enough that they have been unable to secure funding for the entire project.
Due to funding limitations, Kirtland AFB is currently considering completing a plan to develop the project
in phases.
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2.1.4 South Entrance to Installation
Providing increased capacity at the South Gate was identified by community members as an area of
interest. Intensifying use and capacity at a southern gate location would serve to disperse some of the
traffic congestion seen at the other Kirtland AFB gates. This location would be advantageous for
employees traveling from the South Valley, Isleta Pueblo, and Valencia County. Elected officials and
County commissioners representing the southern part of Bernalillo County and all of Valencia County,
and Isleta Pueblo view an unencumbered southern entrance to the base as very desirable. Kirtland AFB
has indicated that there are a number of safety and security issues associated with increasing use of this
gate, as well as roadway capacity deficiencies.
The 377th Air Base Wing (ABW) has opened the South Gate on a limited basis to accommodate morning
and evening rush hour traffic. This initiative was taken to alleviate some of the congestion on I‐25 and
Gibson Boulevard during rush hours. However, cost and operational considerations constrain the 377th
ABW from doing more to enhance a southern entrance to Kirtland AFB.
The 2009 JLUS Public Survey indicated that there is interest in improving access to and operations at the
Kirtland AFB’s South Gate. This community interest prompted an evaluation of possible options.
Improving access to the South Gate could potentially relieve congestion at the five primary Kirtland AFB
gates in southeast Albuquerque. Employees that commute from south of Albuquerque could access the
installation without having to drive through the City and add congestion at existing gates. Vehicles
exiting I‐25 south of Gibson Boulevard would relieve congestion on the Interstate Highway system and
local streets in Albuquerque. The South Gate would also be easily accessible to and from Mesa del Sol.
Currently, the Gate offers access and operating times for only limited purposes. Mesa del Sol is located
immediately to the south and, as it develops, will increase population adjacent to the installation.
However, the Base Civil Engineer has indicated that there are several reasons to maintain limited access
at the South Gate. These include:
•

Extensive roadway improvements, both on Kirtland AFB and in the City, would be required to
serve increased capacity of this access route.

•

There are sensitive and toxic materials located in the area near the South Gate.

•

Increased traffic would create greater safety hazards and security issues; potentially
compromising the installation’s ability to pursue its mission.

•

The access road crosses a munitions haul route and is periodically used as a transport route for
large test equipment that can tie up the road for extended periods of time.

Due to these safety, security, and access concerns, increased use of this Gate is not envisioned by
Kirtland AFB. However, due to the expressed public interest, the concept is further considered in this
study, and the Base Civil Engineer has expressed willingness to continue a dialogue on the issue.
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Figure 11: South Gate Context and Issues

A long‐term possibility might be placement of an advance security‐verification park and shuttle lot just
outside the South Gate, where there appears to be ample space. An internal installation shuttle could
alleviate some of the safety concerns related to access at the South Gate; however, extensive roadway
improvements outside of Kirtland AFB would still need to be undertaken before development of a park
and ride location could be considered. While the road system within the boundary of the base could be
enhanced and upgraded, it is unlikely that such an undertaking could compete successfully for funding in
the Air Force budget.
The Base Civil Engineer identified a potential future opportunity to develop a mass transit route along
the existing rail spur right‐of‐way (ROW) that passes through the vicinity of the South Gate. The spur
departs from the main Rail Runner line just north of the Rio Bravo / Sunport Station. The ROW travels
east to connect to three existing employment centers in Kirtland AFB. Developing the rail spur ROW
into a mass transit corridor would allow additional access capacity from the south side of the City that
could serve many Rail Runner commuters and other commuters from Valencia County.
Much of this ROW does not have track on the rail bed, and there would be significant capital costs to
develop this as a transit corridor. However, there is the possibility of installing light rail lines that are
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generally a more affordable option for local commuter rail. Another option is to develop a Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT) line in the existing ROW as an interim improvement to connect Rail Runner commuters to
Kirtland AFB. This is a potentially less expensive capital infrastructure expense. BRT would include a
limited access, paved road dedicated to bus service only. The road could be a 12 to 16 feet wide paved
surface with occasional pull out areas for buses to pass each other. An in‐depth study of the existing
conditions and feasibility of heavy rail, light rail, and BRT would need to be completed before one of the
options is identified as a preferred alternative. This transit improvement project crosses three
jurisdictions ‐‐ Bernalillo County, City of Albuquerque, and Kirtland AFB. Any initiative would need to be
supported by each of the jurisdictions.
Kirtland AFB does not currently have plans to develop a rail spur ROW option, and there are significant
challenges to implementing such a plan, including funding, inter‐jurisdictional coordination, potential
conflicts with Base missions, passenger safety, and Base security.
2.1.5 Traffic Generators and Adjacent Development
The dense, residential developments adjacent to the north side of Kirtland AFB greatly contribute to the
amount of traffic on the arterial streets. Some installation employees and area residents are concerned
that the new, high‐density residential developments along Gibson Blvd. will increase the congestion
seen on Gibson Blvd. and accessing I‐25. However, several residents also commented on the desirability
to promote the redevelopment of Gibson Blvd. with services and restaurants. This redevelopment
would serve Kirtland AFB employees who leave the installation for lunch or meetings, as well as
generally improve the current sense of disinvestment and vacancy along Gibson Blvd. Residents also felt
that continuing the streetscape improvements further east on Gibson Blvd. would improve the sense of
safety for Base employees and the city experience for visitors.
2.1.6 Safety
Several survey respondents commented on the high volume of installation traffic potentially causing
safety issues for motorists and pedestrians. Comments indicate that they believe that the high speeds of
motorists and high volume of traffic are inherently dangerous conditions. Their concerns were primarily
an issue at the gates with nearby schools, KAFB Elementary/Carlisle Gate and Wherry
Elementary/Gibson Gate. School employees noted that school buses and parents have difficulty entering
the flow of traffic because of the steady stream of vehicles exiting the installation. They also commented
on the need for better communication between Kirtland AFB and the schools, as well as improved traffic
management during school beginning and ending times.

3.0 Mass Transit Services
Albuquerque provides the most extensive public transportation service in the region through ABQ Ride,
the City’s Transit department. In the past five years, ABQ Ride has greatly expanded their services. In
2006 the second phase of the Alvarado Transportation Center was completed; it is a hub for the City bus
fleet, Greyhound, Amtrak, and the NM Rail Runner Express. There are two other transit hubs in the
Northeast and Northwest Quadrants, and there are a total of seventeen Park and Ride lots. ABQ Ride
has three Rapid Ride lines, providing more frequent service with more limited stops. The bus fleet is
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currently 100% ADA compliant, and all of the buses have a two‐bike rack on the front of the bus.
Additionally, there is a fleet of Sun Van paratransit buses for the mobility impaired.
In 2007, ABQ Ride added three new routes ‐‐ Route 157, Montano to Kirtland AFB, Route 222, Rio Bravo
Rail Runner connection to the Sunport, and Route 317, Rail Runner connection from Downtown to
Kirtland AFB ‐‐ that serve Kirtland AFB. According to their Transit Planner, ABQ Ride worked with
Kirtland AFB to develop the eight routes that have service connections directly onto the Base.
Lengthy travel time is an obstacle to using public transportation to commute. However, rising gasoline
prices have had a parallel increase on the number of public transit customers across the country.
Developing more convenient service and routes, as well as additional transit mode options, would likely
increase the number of Kirtland AFB employees willing to use public transportation.
3.1
NM Rail Runner Express
On July 1, 2009, the Rio Metro Board of Directors began oversight of the Rail Runner operations. The
Rail Runner Services Advisory Board is composed of seven members, including the mayors of
Albuquerque and Santa Fe, a Santa Fe County Commissioner, representatives of the Counties of
Bernalillo, Sandoval, and Valencia (must be elected officials), and a NMDOT representative. The Rail
Runner is a major regional rail transit service provider serving Belen, Los Lunas, Isleta Pueblo, the South
Valley, Albuquerque, the North Valley, Bernalillo, and Santa Fe. There are thirteen northbound trains
and eleven southbound daily, which are timed to serve the regional commuter population. It serves
primarily as regional transportation; it also likely serves a minor role for Bernalillo County residents
commuting to Kirtland AFB or the Sunport.
At the Downtown Albuquerque Rail Runner station, which is at the Alvarado Transportation Center,
commuters can transfer to numerous ABQ Ride routes delivering them to various destinations including
Kirtland AFB and the Sunport. Ridership has increased steadily since service began in 2005, to more
than 4,500 person trips per day in 2009. Of the 4,500 total daily passengers using the Rail Runner
system, approximately 650 passengers are boarding the trains at the Valencia County stations each
weekday, a large proportion of whom are morning peak inbound commuters to Albuquerque. There are
no data to indicate the percentage of these regional commuters who travel to, or work at, Kirtland AFB.
In 2007, ABQ Ride added two new commuter connection routes ‐‐ Route 222, Bernalillo County Station
connection to the Sunport and Kirtland AFB, and Route 317, connection from Downtown Albuquerque
Station to Kirtland AFB ‐‐ that connect Rail Runner passengers to Kirtland AFB. Routes 222 and 317 both
have connections to the Rail Runner #506 and #508. These two Routes provide commuter service to
Kirtland AFB at approximately 6:30, 7:00, 7:40, and 8:00 AM. Route 222 serves more locations on Base.
There are no ABQ Ride dedicated commuter bus connections to the Rail Runner # 504 and 510 that
arrive in Albuquerque at 5:13 and 8:40 AM. Passengers who use these trains are served by the general
City bus service routes. At the gate, a Kirtland AFB security guard boards the bus and checks the
credentials of all passengers before the bus continues onto the Base. There are reported delays at the
gates due to the passenger verification process. There is potential for increased transit service on the
Base, provided either by ABQ Ride or by Kirtland AFB.
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Survey respondents indicated that they would like to see improved ABQ Ride bus connections between
the Rail Runner and Kirtland AFB. Additional connections to the Rail Runner could increase future
ridership for Kirtland AFB and tenant employees.
3.2
ABQ Ride
The City of Albuquerque’s bus transit system, ABQ Ride, is the predominant mass transit system serving
trips between the community at large and Kirtland AFB (Figure 12: Adapted ABQ Ride System Map,
2009). There are eight routes with service connections directly onto Kirtland AFB.
Table 1: ABQ Ride Service Routes to Kirtland AFB

Bus Route No.
Route 2
Route 3
Route 16/18
* no on‐Base
Service
Route 31

Service Type
Local
Commuter on‐Base
Local
Local

Route 96

Local
Commuter on‐Base
Commuter

Route 98

Commuter

Route 157
Route 317

Local
Commuter

Route 222

Local to Sunport
Commuter service
to KAFB

Service Route
Eubank Blvd.

KAFB Entrance
Eubank Gate

Louisiana Blvd.
Broadway/University/Gibson Blvd.
Service ends at Gibson Gate; no on‐
Base Service
Wyoming Blvd.

Gibson Gate
Carlisle Gate
Truman Gate
Gibson Gate
Wyoming Gate

Coors Blvd. /West Side

Carlisle Gate
Truman Gate
Gibson Gate
Wyoming Gate

West Side via Paseo del Norte and
Wyoming
West Side via Coors and Louisiana
Alvarado Transit Center connecting
with Rail Runner
Rio Bravo connecting with Rail Runner
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Figure 12: Kirtland AFB Bus Route Detail Map

Most of the eight direct bus service routes run four or five buses in both the morning and afternoon
peak; none require a transfer in order to make the commute to the installation. At the gate, a Kirtland
AFB security guard boards the bus and checks the credentials of all passengers before the bus continues
onto the installation. There are reported delays at the gates due to the passenger verification process.
There is potential for increased transit service on the Base, provided either by ABQ Ride or by Kirtland
AFB.
Routes 96, 98, and 317 are commuter‐oriented “park‐and‐ride” services, making fewer stops than
standard city bus routes. Most of the eight direct service routes run four to five buses in both the AM
and PM peak traffic periods; no routes a transfer to make the commute to the installation. The routes
run on average 30 – 40‐minute headways during the peak, and reduce to 45‐minute intervals off‐peak.
There were no major issues or problems identified with the current level of bus service. The City‐wide
coverage of ABQ Ride transit is extensive in both the locations and timing of service.
According to a 2003 ABQ Ride passenger count, a large proportion of passengers on ABQ Ride commuter
routes are traveling to or from Kirtland AFB. Over 90% of transit passengers on Commuter Route 98
board and disembark the bus on the installation. Over 50% of morning transit passengers on Commuter
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Route 96 disembark on the installation, and 68% of evening return passengers board the bus on the
installation. A smaller, but still significant, number of passengers on other standard bus routes are
traveling to or from Kirtland AFB. Over 10% of the total transit passengers on Route 2 board and
disembark the bus on the installation (12.2% inbound and 10.5% outbound riders). Of Route 3 transit
passengers, 10.4% disembark the bus on the installation and 8.7% board on the installation. One
challenge to increasing bus ridership is the dispersed employment centers on the Base. There is the
possibility of re‐initiating an internal circulator bus at Kirtland AFB if there is sufficient funding and
ridership.
The most used ABQ Ride transit stops in Kirtland AFB include the SNL complex, Building 800 at G Avenue
and 5th Street just east of Wyoming Blvd., and Area 4 near V Avenue between 11th Street and 14th Street.
There are several popular installation trip destinations that could be better served by ABQ Ride service –
the Base Exchange (BX) and Commissary area; the Consolidated Support and Nuclear Weapons Center
(NWC) area along Wyoming between F and H Avenues; Kirtland AFB Headquarters at Wyoming Blvd. and
M Avenue; the numerous SNL buildings between Eubank Blvd. and Wyoming Blvd.; and the 58th Special
Operations Wing and Air Force Research Lab on the west side of the installation.
Improved frequency and route destinations on the transit connections to the NM Rail Runner could
increase future ridership for Kirtland AFB and tenant employees.
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Figure 13: Adapted ABQ Ride System Map, 2009

An employee circulator shuttle among Kirtland AFB destinations was discontinued in 2005 because it
failed to attract enough riders. Base and SNL planners are open to testing such a shuttle again if
employee interest is sufficient. Though ridership on all the ABQ Ride Base commuter routes is good,
mode share for transit trips to the installation and the Sunport is quite small (average less than 2% of
total trips on weekdays) according to ABQ Ride Transit Planner. Additionally, the Transit Planner noted
that in recent years, ridership increased appreciably during periods when gasoline prices exceeded
roughly $3.00 a gallon.
3.3
Kirtland AFB Transportation Opportunity
The Base Civil Engineer identified the potential future opportunity to develop a mass transit route along
the existing rail spur ROW that passes through the vicinity of the South Gate. The spur departs from the
main Rail Runner line just north of the Rio Bravo/Sunport Station. It travels east to connect to three
existing employment centers in Kirtland AFB. Developing the rail spur ROW into a mass transit corridor
would allow additional capacity from the south side of the City, which could serve many Rail Runner
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commuters and other commuters from Valencia County. As noted in the foregoing, mission changes
would be required to make enhancement of the South Entrance feasible.

4.0 Bicycle Commuting
The City of Albuquerque and the greater metropolitan area have an extensive bicycle system with over
400 miles of bicycle routes, lanes, and trails. This system is used extensively for commuting.
Commuters may either bicycle alone, or combine the trip with a bus or the train.
Some obstacles to bicycle commuting that JLUS Public Survey respondents mentioned are the lack of
connectivity of bicycle facilities in and around the installation; the perception of a high rate of crime in
the southeast heights and fast‐moving adjacent traffic. There also is a limited awareness of the City
bicycle system, and safe, direct routes to get from home to work. If roadways were re‐designed with the
“Complete Streets” concept, with the provision of vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian zones, the road
would work better for all users.
The City of Albuquerque has a long‐standing commitment to continued provision of an area‐wide
bikeways system (Figure 14: 2009 Albuquerque Bicycle Map). There are varying levels of bikeways
service, with the most common being routes along existing streets shared with other forms of travel.
Some are designated bicycle routes with signage and a wide shoulder. Further, there are many bicycle
lanes that are striped as a separate lane with a white line four or five feet from the curb. The highest
service facilities are those separate from vehicle roadways, for example on paths along stormwater
drainage channels.
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Figure 14: 2009 Albuquerque Bicycle Map

There is a bicycle circulation system on the installation with several multi‐use trails, bicycle lanes, and
bicycle routes (Figure 15: Kirtland AFB Bicycle Facilities Map). Kirtland AFB planners would like to
improve the internal bicycle facilities with better connections to the external bicycle system. This is
particularly true at Wyoming Blvd., where a City bicycle route terminates at the Wyoming Blvd. Gate.
There are also gaps within the installation system that need to be connected to increase the number of
employees who feel comfortable riding at Kirtland AFB.
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Figure 15: Kirtland AFB Bicycle Facilities Map

*Note: The bicycle facilities identified by Kirtland AFB are different from what is identified on the
Albuquerque Bicycle Map. This map is more accurate for Kirtland AFB facilities.

For the commute, safety of riders is a chief concern. With the volumes of vehicular traffic in the peak
hours, bicycle commuters trying to share major roadways not marked with lanes face obvious dangers.
In‐bound bicycle lanes to the Base must compete for a place in the line of vehicles waiting to pass
through the gate. Aside from the unpleasant experience of waiting for an extended period outside,
especially in extremely hot or inclement weather, having to breathe vehicular exhaust fumes is a
disincentive to bicycle use.
Just as with other alternative means of transportation to and from the installation, both Kirtland AFB
and SNL leadership is supportive of bike use by employees, though no significant initiative to improve
access or facilities for bicyclists has been undertaken. No special gate to expedite morning peak‐hour
inbound bike access has been tried, nor is there any indication that there are showers provided for
employees at work place destinations. Kirtland AFB planners would like to improve the linkages for
Kirtland AFB bicycle facilities, particularly near the Wyoming Gate. A concern for Kirtland AFB is
additionaloperating costs associated with adding separate entrance/exit lanes or guards.
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5.0 Ridesharing
There is no formally organized rideshare program for employees of Kirtland AFB, SNL, or other tenant
organizations. Nonetheless, according to the Base Environmental System Management Team, Kirtland
AFB and SNL have a larger number of employees ridesharing daily to Kirtland AFBthan the 12.7%
Albuquerque average. There are approximately 1,000 registered carpool members, and approximately
40 registered vanpool members. There is little doubt that, like public transit trips, carpooling increases in
times of rising gasoline costs. The impediment to a larger proportion of commuters using ridesharing is
flexibility during the work day, as well as having to depend on someone else’s schedule and choice of
route and stops for the evening trip home.

6.0 Flexible Work Schedules
While there is no overall integrated plan or program for flexible work force scheduling, the culture at
SNL supports the concept. These strategies are already used by a few of the organizations on the
installation. The Kirtland AFB Environmental Coordinator states that it is likely that the Kirtland and
especially the SNL work force exhibit higher than the citywide average of 3.6% “working at home” at any
given time (personal communication, November 19, 2009).
As to flexible scheduling, access and hours of gate operation and the associated security needs are the
biggest concerns with regard to employees accessing the installation. The Wyoming and Truman Gates
are open 24 hours a day; the Gibson Gate is open weekdays from 5 AM to 8 PM; Eubank Gate hours are
6 AM to 6 PM; Carlisle Gate hours are 6 AM to 6 PM; and the South Gate is open for limited periods
during the morning and evening peak travel times.

7.0 Telecommuting
As with ridesharing and flexible schedules, there is no formalized program or installation‐wide policy
regarding telecommuting. One of telecommuting’s primary benefits, that distinguish this strategy from
ridesharing, flexible scheduling, public transit and bicycling, is that it reduces the total traffic load in the
City and in Kirtland AFB. Because the employee works from home, there is also a reduction in the total
VMTs related to Kirtland AFB, as well as associated pollution and greenhouse gas emissions.
The classified nature of many of the missions at the Kirtland AFB, as well as the unique requirements of
their information processing, present the main obstacles to the widespread use of telecommuting.
The decision regarding use of flex‐scheduling is essentially up to each military mission commander,
driven by their organization’s mission and needs. In the opinion of the Base Civil Engineer, use of
telecommuting and flexible scheduling must show sufficient benefits when weighed against the required
implementation effort for commanders to employ it. The same could be said for any integrated
installation‐wide initiative for other tenant organizations, especially in the absence of serious existing
impediments to the commute.
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8.0 Recommendations
There are established approaches to regional, multi‐jurisdictional transportation planning in place for
the areas surrounding Kirtland AFB and the Sunport. Only future study of new modal and project
initiatives focused on installation‐generated traffic appear necessary.
Enabling Kirtland AFB
representatives to serve on the MRCOG transportation planning and programming committees as voting
members could institutionalize closer, long‐term collaborative planning between the two agencies. At
this time, ground transportation problems associated with the installation and the Sunport are not
perceived by the agencies as sufficient to generate major new projects, programs, or changes to
currently projected priorities.
The following recommendations can be used as guidance for future planning and initiatives. The
recommendations generally fall under the main themes of addressing the area roadway network,
improving transportation safety and capacity, increasing awareness of existing multi‐modal
transportation options, and strategies for increasing multi‐modal transportation. Short‐term
improvement recommendations are summarized in the following.
Additional longer‐term
recommendations are provided in the subsequent sub‐sections.
1. The City, Kirtland AFB and MRCOG should coordinate to analyze traffic congestion hot spots
near installation access gates to identify major transportation issues. They should consider key
intersections and high‐volume driveways both at Kirtland AFB and in the City.
2. To address traffic back‐ups at access gates during peak traffic hours, evaluate the feasibility of
having multiple guards for each traffic lane, as well as dedicate a priority lane for bicycle
commuters, carpoolers, and ABQ Ride buses to encourage use of alternatives to single
occupancy vehicles.
3. Investigate the feasibility of providing commuter bus service or para‐transit that directly
connects the Rail Runner with employee centers at Kirtland AFB. Developing direct service
connections and expedited passage through the gates may serve as an incentive to encourage
use of public transportation.
4. Evaluate the feasibility and options for increasing access at the South Gate. Increased access at
this location was identified in the JLUS Survey by several respondents as a highly desired
improvement. Additionally, the Kirtland AFB agreement with Mesa del Sol provides for
Kirtland AFB to consider the Developer’s request to open the South Gate to the installation.
Options for improving access from the south include use of the existing rail spur and providing
controlled access via a park and ride facility. Improvements would need to be made both within
the installation and on connecting City streets.
5. Develop an informational campaign to educate installation employees about the existing multi‐
modal transportation options. Many survey respondents indicated a lack of options for
commuting. The broad extent of bicycle facilities and public transit in Albuquerque indicate
there may be an issue with people not being aware of the extent of existing bicycle facilities. The
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educational campaign could include an online resource center, connecting people for carpools,
providing information about which missions participate in flexible work schedules or
telecommuting, and route planning assistance for bicyclists and transit users. Additionally, there
could be a resource center at Kirtland AFB where volunteers could help answer questions about
the best bicycle routes and provide other assistance on commuting options.
6. While currently cost prohibitive, Kirtland AFB should consider providing multi‐modal
transportation links on the installation such as a fleet of Kirtland AFB free or on‐site rental bikes,
commuter shuttle service, and improved trail connections between the access gates and
employment centers to encourage use of public transportation and ridesharing.
7. Kirtland AFB should coordinate with MRCOG to optimize their connection to the developing
Intelligent Transportation Systems to facilitate ready access to peak‐hour congestion
information to aid commuters in identifying the most efficient routes to and from their
workplaces.

8.1

Traffic Flow and Congestion

8.1.1 Capacity of Area Roadway Network
Kirtland AFB should continue to coordinate with the City and the MRCOG for transportation
improvements. Kirtland AFB should designate a representative to attend the MRCOG transportation
planning committees. The agencies should evaluate future demands on the transportation infrastructure
on an ongoing basis. Kirtland AFB should also continue providing a seamless interface with ABQ Ride.
They should discuss options for increasing service frequency or route changes if there is sufficient
increase in demand and ridership on the installation.
Congestion will continue to become more of an issue with the projections of VMTs increasing at an
annual rate of 12% per year. There is the potential to develop physical improvements at the access
gates, both in the City and in Kirtland AFB, to encourage multi‐modal transportation use and decrease
emission pollution from idling vehicles. The following recommendations should be considered for future
planning and congestion management.
•

When implementing the Great Streets Plan on streets adjacent to the installation, the City
should include Kirtland AFB as a stakeholder in its streetscape improvement redevelopments.
The redevelopment should capitalize on the opportunity to produce some identity and
placemaking signage as well as gateway treatments for the Kirtland AFB access gates.

•

The City and Kirtland AFB should coordinate to improve sidewalk connections at the Gibson
Blvd. and Wyoming Gates to create a continuous sidewalk network. There are also large gaps in
the sidewalk network on Eubank Blvd. approaching the Eubank Gate. As development occurs, a
continuous sidewalk should be constructed on both sides of Eubank Blvd.

•

Kirtland AFB should continue to investigate options for improving access to the installation for
commuters coming from the south. Access via the South Gate has obvious geographic
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advantages, but security, roadway capacity, and financial constraints will require thoughtful
consideration by all parties.
•

In conjunction with MRCOG, the City and BNSF, Kirtland AFB should investigate the feasibility of
redeveloping the existing rail bed from the ATSF / Rail Runner main line. This could take the
form of heavy rail, light rail, or a BRT line developed in the ROW. The ROW has been preserved;
however, the track would need to be rebuilt if a rail option is preferred.

•

Other congestion management strategies include determining the most appropriate signal
timing at the nearest City intersection and narrowing the entry lane width to slow the speed of
traffic approaching the access gates.

8.1.2
•

Access Gate Capacity
Access gates could dedicate peak hour multi‐modal priority entry lanes to serve bicyclists,
pedestrians, buses, and carpools. This would require allocating additional guards, which could
contribute to further back‐up in the traditional access lanes. This approach could be used only
at access gates with a high volume of multi‐modal users, or only at peak congestion times.
Kirtland AFB should define an entrance policy for non‐vehicular commuters to allow them to go
through the check point with minimal delay.

•

The City and Kirtland AFB should coordinate to make pedestrian and bicycle safety
improvements at the access gates. This is particularly important at the Wyoming Gate, which
would benefit from a bicycle lane and crosswalk at the gate to provide non‐vehicular access
between the two residential developments and other destinations. Further, Gibson Blvd. does
not have a bicycle lane or path between San Mateo Blvd. and Louisiana Blvd. Improving this
connection would greatly increase the capacity of the City’s bicycle network.

•

The City and Kirtland AFB should investigate nearer‐term opportunities for creating park and
ride lots at the access gates. Employees and visitors could park their vehicles in secure spaces
off the installation, which would help decrease vehicular congestion at the access gates and
back‐up onto City streets. The ability for employees to park off‐installation would decrease the
length of idling time for vehicles waiting to enter the Base and contribute to a reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions and ozone precursors. Further, the VMTs on the installation would be
decreased if people switched transportation modes outside the gates.

•

Developing safe and convenient “kiss and ride” passenger drop‐off points could encourage ride
sharing with non‐Kirtland AFB employees and facilitate commutes for single car families. To be
successful, a kiss and ride drop‐off location needs to be combined with an internal
transportation system.

8.1.3
•

Traffic Generators and Adjacent Development
The City should consider increasing the residential density of housing along the Gibson Blvd.
corridor when they prepare or revise development plans for the southeast area. Providing new
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moderate density housing at the Wyoming and Gibson Gates could attract employees who
would not have to drive to get to work.
•

Kirtland AFB and the City should coordinate to develop a demonstration, multi‐modal
transportation hub at the Gibson Gate. Four of the eight bus routes to the installation end at or
pass through the Gibson Gate. There is sufficient physical space at this gate to develop bicycle
and pedestrian amenities, a park and ride lot, as well as some compatible commercial services.
Kirtland AFB could benefit from lease income as well as providing a nearby gathering place that
is off‐installation for meetings. This area could serve as a transfer node between the installation
and the City and make an easier commute. The success of developing a multi‐modal hub at the
gates will require the support of an internal transportation network, such as an internal shuttle,
bicycle system, and/or shared vehicles for on‐installation usage.

8.1.4
•

Safety
The City and Kirtland AFB should coordinate to make pedestrian and bicycle safety
improvements at the access gates. This is particularly important at the Wyoming Gate, which
would benefit from a bicycle lane and crosswalk at the gate to provide non‐vehicular access
between the two residential developments and other destinations. Further, Gibson Blvd. does
not have a bicycle lane or path between San Mateo Blvd. and Louisiana Blvd. Improving this
connection would greatly increase the safety and capacity of the City’s bicycle network.

8.2

Mass Transit Services

There is potential to develop a more fluid transition between the ABQ Ride service and Kirtland AFB
internal street network. This option might entail more frequent ABQ Ride bus service or route changes.
Alternately, a Kirtland AFB transit shuttle may be more flexible and better serve the public transit needs
of the installation. As ridership increases, ABQ Ride and Kirtland AFB planners could work together to
develop any necessary enhancements.
•

Kirtland AFB should consider providing multi‐modal transportation links, or contracting with a
private company to provide elements such as a fleet of Kirtland AFB free or on‐site rental bikes,
commuter shuttle service, and improved trail connections between the access gates and
employment centers.

•

Kirtland AFB should consider a trial implementation of an internal circulation shuttle when
transit ridership increases or the price of gasoline exceeds a $3‐4 threshold. Kirtland AFB
planners could develop routes and schedules in advance, so that operations could be turned on
and off when there is an indication that commuter behavior is changing. Developing a flexible
system with continuous monitoring will allow Kirtland AFB to respond to changes in ridership
levels.

•

Dedicating parking spaces at the gates for a fleet of work vehicles could serve commuters who
use ABQ Ride to get to Kirtland AFB. These could be available for employees who work at
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remote locations at Kirtland AFB that are not served by the existing bus routes and for off‐
installation meetings with clients.
•

Develop a public transit connection to the Rail Runner. Consider improving the rail spur that
connects the Rail Runner to various employment centers on the installation. Rail Runner
commuters could use the Rio Bravo / Sunport station to access multiple locations on the
installation. A long‐term solution would involve developing heavy or light rail track and service.
A less expensive short‐term solution could be to pave a limited‐access, BRT route along the
existing rail spur.

•

Kirtland AFB organizations could develop incentives for employees to explore other options for
their commute. Many organizations have programs to provide ABQ Ride passes for free or at a
discounted rate for their employees. This could decrease the amount of congestion and
pollution at the employment site.

8.3

Bicycle Commuting and Pedestrian Facilities

The City and Kirtland AFB should coordinate when developing new plans and transportation
improvements for bicycles and pedestrians. Several strategies that would make bicycling and walking
more attractive are described in the following.
•

Pedestrian facilities should be ADA compliant, whenever practical.

•

Kirtland AFB should develop sidewalks and bicycle lanes/routes according to the City standards
defined in the updated Development Process Manual guidelines to provide consistency across
both jurisdictions.

•

The City and Kirtland AFB should coordinate to develop sidewalks and bicycle routes on both
sides of main streets to provide a continuous facility. These facilities should connect to each
other, and they should not dead‐end.

•

Kirtland AFB should implement pedestrian and bicyclist improvements at the installation access
gates and at major employment centers. The improvements may consist of new routes
(sidewalk/trail/bicycle lane), landscaped buffers from fast moving traffic, and site amenities. It
has been shown that developing amenities at key destinations, such as outdoor furniture,
covered parking areas, dedicated bike parking spaces and showers, can increase the number of
bicycle commuters.

•

The City and Kirtland AFB should consider making connections and loops with the existing
segments of multi‐use trail and bicycle lanes that are on the installation and adjacent to the
installation. These considerations would include extending the multi‐use trail on Gibson Blvd. to
between San Mateo and Louisiana Boulevards; extending the bicycle route near the Wyoming
Gate from its existing terminus to connect with on‐installation existing bicycle routes; and
extending the bicycle lane on Pennsylvania to the south side of the installation.
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•

8.4

Kirtland AFB should consider coordinating with the City to develop a bicycle sharing program for
either on‐installation only, or as part of a City‐wide program. This program could consist of an
entity purchasing a fleet of bicycles that are communal use for free or a small rental fee. This
program could complement park and ride and transit service. Bicycle sharing programs have
been highly successful in places in Europe, as well as in other U.S. cities such as Portland, Fort
Collins, and Washington D.C. The City explored this option in the past and found significant
support for it.

Ridesharing, Flexible Schedules and Telecommuting Options

•

Further evaluate any limitations to participation in a rideshare program and develop strategies
to address any obstacles.

•

Consider developing a car share program for employees. Kirtland AFB, or private contractor,
could provide a fleet of vehicles for on‐installation transportation that can be checked out by
employees for a small hourly fee or mileage rate that covers maintenance and gasoline. This
would give mobility to employees who carpooled or used transit to get to work.

•

Develop an internal Kirtland AFB on‐line bulletin board that connects people who would like to
rideshare with others who live in the same part of town. There are many mapping programs
that could be used to pinpoint end destinations and other key information that would allow
rideshare connections with others.

•

Kirtland AFB and other tenant organizations should develop programs to make ridesharing more
attractive to employees. Examples include doing a blog about the benefits of ridesharing;
recognition campaigns for consistent ridesharing efforts and allowing more flexible work
schedules or telecommuting. Other communities have offered employees who commit to using
alternative transportation an annual stipend for the value of the additional parking space saved.
However, this strategy is more effective in dense areas where there is a higher land value and
parking is in short supply.

•

Kirtland AFB should consider developing a Carbon Footprint Pledge, which employees could
dedicate to follow. This would encourage a greater level of commitment to using alternatives to
single occupancy vehicle commuting or employment of telecommuting and would support the
region’s commitment to reducing greenhouse gases and other pollutants.

•

Developing incentives for employees to explore other options for their commute. Many
organizations have programs to provide ABQ Ride passes for free or at a discounted rate for
their employees. This could decrease the amount of congestion and pollution at the
employment site.
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